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1.0 Reason for Report

1.1 The Growth Manager considers that this application should be determined by the
Planning Committee because of the site’s planning history and the proposals
relating to affordable housing.

2.0 Application Site and Proposal

2.1 The application site is located on the eastern side of Toot Lane, Fishtoft and
occupies about 2.96 hectares. The site is currently used for agricultural purposes
and lies to the south of the Hawthorn Tree Corner County Primary School and
Children’ Centre.

2.2 Agricultural fields lie to the west of the site, on the opposite side of the road and to
the south. The southern boundary runs adjacent to an existing drainage channel.
There are residential properties to the east of the site at Ward Crescent and Bladen
Estate including a parking forecourt. The site has an existing agricultural access
onto Toot Lane, approximately mid-way along the western boundary of the site.

2.3 This application seeks full planning permission for the erection of 85 dwellings on
this site including new estate roads, new vehicular access onto Toot Lane, public
open space, attenuation ponds plus associated infrastructure.

2.4 The application is accompanied by the following documents:

§ Flood risk assessment (revised)
§ Construction management plan
§ Design and access statement
§ Geo-environmental appraisal
§ Ecological assessment
§ Economic benefits report
§ Travel Plan
§ Planning statement
§ Noise assessment report
§ Access and availability appraisal
§ Unilateral Undertaking (draft) relating to off- site contribution for affordable

housing in lieu of on-site provision.

3.0 Relevant History

3.1 In June 2015, a hybrid outline application for the erection of a Children’s Centre and
play area for the Hawthorn Tree Corner Primary School with all matters submitted
and 79 dwellings with all matters reserved was approved - B/14/0210. Essentially
the Children’s Centre building was submitted in full whilst the residential element of
the scheme was in outline form.

3.2 The application was granted following the completion of a planning obligation which
provided in negative form for the transfer of the land for the delivery of the Children’s
Centre for the school at a no/nominal sum in lieu of any education contribution.
Conditions were also attached to the permission that required, amongst other
things:

§ the submission of an affordable housing plan,



§ the provision of public open space within the site to a minimum aggregate area
of 7.5% of the total housing site area,

§ a surface water scheme
§ Only one main estate road junction to serve the development.
§ gardens along the east boundary be a minimum of 10m and the properties

along this boundary shall be one and a half storey.

3.3 In March 2016 an application for the approval of reserved matters for the erection
of 79 dwellings including layout, scale, appearance, access and landscaping on this
site was approved - B/15/0280. Condition 4 attached to the outline approval
required the development to commence within 2 years from the date of approval of
the last of the reserved matters to be approved.

3.4 The Children’s Care Centre has been erected and delivered in line with the
agreement. However the time period for submitting any further applications for the
approval of reserved matters for another scheme has now expired and the time
period for the commencement of the approved 79 dwellings has also expired.

3.5 In December 2017, an application under section 73A for the removal of condition 8
(affordable housing plan) attached to permission B/14/0210 was refused -
B/17/0019).

Land to the west of the application site, on the opposite side of Toot Lane

3.6 In January 2014, outline planning permission for the erection of a three phase
residential development consisting of 340 dwellings plus a nursery school building
with all matters ( layout, scale, appearance, landscaping and access) reserved for
future consideration was approved. This development included the widening of the
northern section of Toot Lane to provide school drop off point. Details of the layout
for defined phase 1 (85 dwellings) was also included a part of the application.

3.7 Permission was granted subject to conditions plus a section 106 agreement (ref
B/14/0103) relating to education. This permission has expired.

4.0 Relevant Policy

South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036)

4.1 The application site is designated as ‘Housing Commitment’ in the South East
Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036) where specifically policy 11 of this document
applies.

4.2 Policy 11 (Distribution of New Housing) seeks to demonstrate that the Plan’s
housing provisions will meet the identified requirements. It identifies the scale of
new housing allocations that will be required in each of the larger settlements, and
lists all of the housing allocations shown on the Plan’s Policies Map. It also includes
those sites classed as a ‘Housing Commitment’ based on previous/existing
permissions on the sites.

4.3 Relevant policies contained within the SELLP are as follows:

§ Policy 1- Spatial Strategy
§ Policy 2- Development Management
§ Policy 3– Design of new development



§ Policy 4- Approach to flood risk
§ Policy 5-Meeting physical infrastructure and service needs
§ Policy 6 – Developer contributions
§ Policy 10-Meeting assessed housing needs
§ Policy 11- Distribution of new housing
§ Policy 17-Providing a mix of housing
§ Policy 18-Affordable housing
§ Policy 28- The Natural Environment
§ Policy 29- The Historic Environment
§ Policy 30- Pollution
§ Policy 31- Climate change and renewable and low carbon energy
§ Policy 32- Community, health and well being
§ Policy 36: Vehicle and Cycle Parking

Appendix 6 – Parking standards
Appendix 8- Developer contributions for education facilities

National Planning Policy Framework (2019) (NPPF)

4.4 The relevant parts of the National Planning Policy Framework (2019) that are
relevant to this proposal are:

§ Section 2 :Achieving sustainable development
§ Section 5: Delivering a sufficient supply of homes
§ Section 9 : Promoting sustainable transport
§ Section 11: Making effective use of land
§ Section 12: Achieving well designed places
§ Section 14: Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal

change
§ Section 15: Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
§ Section 16: Conserving and enhancing the historic environment

5.0 Representations

5.1 As a result of publicity two representations have been received from the occupiers
of the following properties;

§ 27 Rider Gardens
§ 43 Bladen Estate

5.2 The objections and comments can be summarised as follows:

§ Impact on residential amenity. Concerns relating to loss of privacy, impact on
character of area, visual impact and noise and disturbance

§ Land to the rear of properties at Ward Crescent/Bladen Estate that back onto
the application site will become an area of constant use by the dog walkers
currently using an unauthorised access route along the neighbours property

Note: the proposed layout shows an agricultural access linked to the eastern
end of the main estate road near to properties at Ward Crescent.

§ Concerns relating to children’s’ safety particular during the construction period
especially at drop off and pick up times given the immense traffic measures
during these periods



§ No parking at the school for parents so vehicles are parked from the school
stretching a long way down Toot Lane meaning two -way traffic cannot flow.
This is the same for the other direction along Kenleigh Drive and Eastwood
Road.

§ Vehicles struggle to turn onto Toot Lane from Eastwood Road due to amount
of parked vehicles.

§ Cycle path is heavily used by school children and parents. There is no path on
the other side of the road so this path is invaluable as a safe access to the
school.

5.3 One letter has been received from the head teacher of Hawthorn Tree Corner
Primary School. The head teacher confirms that the school has no objections in
principle with this application but reiterates the concerns expressed by one resident
with regard to the safety of children during the construction period and the highway
safety, parking and access issues during the drop off and pick up periods.

5.4 The head teacher has also raised concerns that the existing cycle path that runs
alongside Toot Lane is to be removed as part of this development.

Note: The applicant confirms that there are no plans to amend the existing highway,
apart from the installation of the new access points.

6.0 Consultations

6.1 Fishtoft Parish Council has raised no objections but asks ‘why are there additional
dwellings to the original 79?, has the vehicle pull-in been removed?’

Note: This application seeks full planning permission for 85 dwellings and is not
linked to the outline approval for 79 dwellings identified above. Furthermore, no
conditions were attached to the outline approval that required the provision of a
‘vehicle pull in’. As indicated above, the outline permission on the opposite side of
the road included road widening and vehicle drop off points, these are not for
consideration in this scheme.

6.2 County Highway Authority has no objections subject to 4 conditions relating to
construction specifications and surface water drainage.

6.3 Heritage Lincolnshire has no objections subject to one condition that requires the
archaeological work that forms part of the submitted archaeological evaluation is
carried out in accordance with the mitigation strategy.

6.4 Witham Fourth District Internal Drainage Board has raised no objections but point
out the need to obtain the Board’s consent to discharge surface water to a
watercourse.

6.5 Lincolnshire Police has no objections.

6.6 Lincolnshire Fire and Rescue objects to this application on the grounds of
inadequate water supplies for firefighting. In order to remove this application,
Lincolnshire Fire and Rescue recommends the installation of two fire hydrants
within the site.

Note: This matter has been addressed by condition 13 below.



6.7 Anglian Water Services has no objections and confirms that the sewerage system
at present has available capacity for the flows from the proposed development.

6.8 BBC Local Housing Authority has made the following comments;

‘Although, in line with the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan, our preference would
be to have the affordable housing contribution delivered on site, on this occasion
the LHA is happy to support and accept the payment of the commuted sum for
affordable housing as set out in the S106. Following consideration of the applicants
proposals for affordable housing provision and negotiations with them the LHA is
satisfied that the payment of this commuted sum will provide the best outcome long
term’.

The issue relating to affordable housing is discussed below.

6.9 Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust has no objections but has made comment with regard to
ecology enhancements within the site.

6.10 Lincolnshire County Council (Education) considers that given the history of the site,
the appropriate (education) contribution has already been made.

6.11 Environmental Health has made the following comments:

‘Whilst the air quality impact of the development in its own right is likely to be low
in terms of its impact upon Boston Borough Council’s Air Quality Management
Areas all such developments have an incremental contribution to traffic in the town.
Whilst the applicant has developed a travel plan which looks to mitigate vehicular
usage by future occupants of the site most occupiers will remain reliant on the motor
vehicle. Electric or hybrid-electric powered vehicles currently form a small
percentage of the total number of vehicles on the road. However, electric/hybrid
vehicles will become more popular, as further advances in technology are
anticipated, and the likelihood is that these vehicles will become less expensive.
Together with future development of Government policy in this area, it is possible
that a significant percentage of vehicles will be electric or part electric powered in
the near future. A key theme of the NPPF is that developments should enable future
occupiers to make green vehicle choices and it explicitly states that low emission
vehicle infrastructure, including electric vehicle (EV) re-charging, should be
provided. Boston Borough Council and South Holland DC are currently developing
specific guidance for developers on air quality and mitigation measures which is to
be embedded within the new local plan. This will include provision of electrical
vehicle recharging points. The provision of electric charging points also helps meet
environmental objectives of the 4th Lincolnshire Transport Plan (April 2013) and
Boston Transport Strategy (2016 – 2036). I would therefore request electric vehicle
recharging point are provided to all property on the proposed development.’

Environmental Health also recommend that the working hours and site delivery
hours indicated within the construction management plan be conditioned
accordingly in the interest of residential amenity.

6.12 NHS England has not requested a contribution towards health facilities to mitigate
the impact of development.



6.13 Environment Agency initially raised objections to this application but following the
submission of an amended Flood Risk Assessment, the Environment Agency has
now withdrawn its objections subject to one condition that relates to flood risk.

7.0 Planning Issues and Discussions

7.1 The key planning issues in the determination of this application are:

§ Principle of development and policy implications
§ Design and layout
§ Impact on highway safety
§ Impact on residential amenity
§ Flood risk and drainage
§ Developers contributions
§ Affordable housing
§ Construction management plan
§ Ecology

Principle of development and policy implications

7.2 Whilst the site is greenfield in nature, as indicated above the site is designated as
‘Housing Commitment’ in the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036) and
lies within the settlement boundary and at the edge of countryside. Policies 1 and
11 are therefore supportive of the development. Policy 11 seeks to demonstrate that
the Plan’s housing provisions will meet the identified requirements. It identifies the
scale of new housing allocations that will be required in each of the larger
settlements, and lists all of the housing allocations shown on the Plan’s Policies
Map.

7.3 The scheme would have the potential to provide a significant level of housing, within
a sustainable location and on a committed site. This would contribute positively to
the housing needs (both market and affordable) within the Borough, and thus would
meet the aims of policies 10, 11, 17 & 18 of the SELLP and the aims of encouraging
housing growth within the NPPF. The principle of residential development on this
site is therefore acceptable.

Impact on highway safety

7.4 Toot Lane is a single carriageway, two-way road and is subject to a 30mph speed
restriction in the vicinity of the site access. There is a School Safety Zone in the
vicinity of the school entrance to the north of the site’s new access. The speed
restriction increases to the national speed limit approximately 150m to the south of
the site’s new access. There is a combined cycle/footpath on the eastern side of
Toot Lane though there is no footpath on the western side of Toot Lane, opposite
the site. The nearest bus stop is located about 250m away.

7.5 It is intended to construct a new vehicular access onto Toot Lane in the south- west
corner of the site which is the same location as the scheme that was approved in
March 2016. The proposed ‘T’ junction will be about 70m south -west from the
boundary shared with the Children’s Care Centre. The location of the proposed
access is considered suitable and visibility along Toot Lane in either direction is
acceptable. The main estate road that will serve this development runs roughly west
to east and there are various cul-de-sacs and shared surfaces leading off the main
spine road which will to serve the proposed 85 dwellings. Six dwellings (plots 1-6)



will be served by two private access roads that will access directly onto Toot Lane,
to the north of the main estate road access. No objections are raised to this
arrangement by the Highway Authority, subject to the imposition of conditions.

7.6 It is noted that there is some local concerns regarding increased traffic in this area.
However, the principle of traffic generated by up to 79 dwellings on this site has
been established by the approval of the previous applications. It is considered that
the traffic that would likely to be generated by an additional six dwellings will be
negligible and would not result in a severe cumulative impact on the local highway
network. Furthermore, the scheme is in an area where a significant level of
development is either allocated or committed, and thus, it is likely that additional
measures to ensure an acceptable impact from those developments on the highway
network would come forward at the relevant time.

7.7 Policy 36 of the SELLP requires within the curtilage (for houses or flats), 2 spaces
for dwellings up to three bedrooms and 3 spaces for dwellings with 4 or more
bedrooms. This policy also indicates that ‘all new development, including change
of use, should provide vehicle and cycle parking, in accordance with the minimum
parking standards adopted by the Local Planning Authorities ( in appendix 6) unless
a high quality design can demonstrate that a lower standard of provision delivers
the requirements set out in 1-4 below’.

7.8 There is ample space within each plot to meet the vehicle and cycle requirements
of policy 36.

7.9 Overall therefore it is considered that the scheme is acceptable in relation to
highway safety and parking and would be compliant with policies 2,3 and 36 of the
SELLP.

Design and layout – impact on the character of the area

7.10 It is proposed to construct 85 dwellings on this site utilising 14no.different property
styles and comprising a mixture of 2, 3 and 4 bedroom houses. The mix of houses
includes:

§ 29 no. 2 bedroomed semi-detached
§ 25 no. 3 bedroomed semi detached
§ 26 no. 3 bedroomed detached
§ 5 no. 4 bedroomed detached.

7.11 The layout is similar to the scheme that was approved in March 2016 for 79
dwellings on this site. The proposed density is now around 29 dwellings per
hectare. In comparison, the density adjacent to the site at Ward Crescent is around
25 dwellings per hectare and the density of the previous scheme was 26.6 dwellings
per hectare. The proposed density at this edge of town location is acceptable.

7.12 The proposed layout includes an area of public open space along the southern
boundary of the site, similar to the scheme that was approved previously. However,
the amount of public open space has been reduced as a consequence to the
additional dwellings that are now proposed. The amount of public open space now
proposed equates to 0.29 hectares (i.e. about 10% of the site area). It is also
proposed to provide play equipment on this open space in the south-eastern corner
of the site, next to the proposed attenuation pond. The shape of the proposed public
open space is linear and runs along the southern boundary of the site, next to the



drain. Whilst in design terms, it is not entirely ideal and its functionality is reduced,
it is noted that its location and form is similar to the scheme that was approved in
2016. Overall the amount and form of open space and the type of play equipment
proposed are acceptable.

7.13 The design of the dwellings are varied and the mix of house types is consistent
across the whole site. The development is largely designed around perimeter
blocks, fronting the estate roads and private drives. Plot sizes are varied throughout
to cater for both market need and demand, providing choice. The orientation of the
proposed houses along parts of the northern boundaries ensures minimal active
frontage facing the primary school and Children’s Centre. Initially the proposed
pallet of materials to be used in the construction of the dwellings was very limited
and consisted merely of two brick types and one roof tile. This was not considered
acceptable and the applicant has now extended the number of brick types to four
(including main and feature bricks) with two contrasting roof tiles. This is now
acceptable.

7.14 The proposed layout also includes two surface water attenuation ponds, one at the
eastern end of the site and the other next to the site’s access. The drainage element
of this scheme is discussed further below. The previous approved scheme did not
include any attenuation ponds as part of the approved layout. The attenuation
ponds will be offered for adoption by Anglian Water Services. These areas also
contribute to providing green areas and play space within the development.

7.15 There is little vegetation within the site or along the site’s boundaries. There is some
existing trees along the north –eastern corner of the site which is to be retained.
The submitted layout plan shows some new tree planting within the site, both within
the public open space and within garden areas. Further details are secured by
conditions. It is also noted that the plots include a range of differing garden sizes
which provide sufficient amenity spaces within plots for future residents.

7.16 It is considered that the design, layout and density of this scheme is acceptable and
accords with the overall objectives of policies 2 and 3 of the SELLP.

Impact on residential amenity

7.17 There are residential properties within the immediate vicinity of the site, to the east
at Bladen Estate and further to the north along Toot Lane, Eastwood Road, Clifton
Road and Kenleigh Drive.  In particular, the amenity of the occupiers of the
properties along Ward Crescent (i.e. nos 106 -108) that back onto the application
site have the potential to be affected by this development.

7.18 These occupiers currently enjoy views from these properties of the open fields that
lie to the rear of their properties and this proposed development will represent a
significant change to their outlook and visual amenity. However as indicated above,
this site is designated in the SELLP as a ‘Housing Commitment’ and previous
permissions have been granted for housing on this site. The main issue with regard
to residential amenity is whether the siting, design and layout of the scheme will
substantially cause overlooking, erode privacy or undermine daylight/sunlight
provision.

7.19 The proposed dwellings on plots 44 and 45 will be sited next to the rear boundaries
shared with 106-108 Ward Crescent.  The side elevations of these two dwellings
will face the shared boundary, the rear elevations of the neighbours properties and



in part, the parking forecourt that serves Ward Crescent. The siting of the proposed
dwellings have been changed since the application was originally submitted and
the gap between the two dwellings has increased in order to maintain views from
the rear gardens of the neighbouring properties. The proposed dwellings will be
about 5m from the shared (eastern) boundary which is marked by a low fence and
a minimum of 16m from the rear elevations of the bungalows. The gable ends of
each dwelling that will face the neighbouring properties do not contain any first floor
habitable windows. The spatial relationships between the existing dwellings and
the proposed dwellings are acceptable.

7.20 As indicated above, one neighbour has raised concerns about the use of a small
pocket of land to the rear of Bladen Estate which may be used by dog walkers and
may undermine privacy. It is proposed to provide a farm access from the adjacent
fields to the proposed estate road at the eastern end of the road. The applicant
says that the adjacent land is farmland and will be cropped most of the time. It will
not be in public use and signage may be erected to prevent public access if
necessary.

7.21 It is proposed to erect a foul water pumping station next to the larger proposed
attenuation ponds in the south eastern corner of the site, near the boundary shared
with nos 43-46 Bladen Estate. This structure will be about 4.5m from the eastern
boundary of the site and a minimum of 18m from the neighbouring bungalows. No
details of the pumping station have been submitted though it is unlikely that the
amenity of the occupiers of these properties will be harmed visually, through noise
disturbance or odour. A condition is recommended that requires the submission of
the details of these structures for approval (condition 19 below).

7.22 It is considered that the proposed siting and design of the proposed dwellings and
the layout of the scheme in relation to neighbouring properties and occupiers are
acceptable and accords with the objectives of policies 2 and 3 of the SELLP.

Flood risk and drainage

7.23 The site lies within a high risk flood area and the application is accompanied by a
Flood Risk Assessment (FRA). The FRA recommends that finished floor levels of
the proposed dwellings be set a minimum of 1m above existing levels. This is in
line with the flood risk assessment that was submitted previously at outline stage.
The Environment Agency has no objections subject to a condition relating to floor
levels.

7.24 A sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS) will be incorporated as part of the
scheme with attenuation ponds and swales forming part of the design. Two surface
water attenuation ponds will be constructed, one near the entrance to the site, next
to the proposed access and the other, larger attenuation pond, near the site’s
eastern boundary. The surface water will be discharged into the adjacent
watercourse along the southern boundary at an agreed rate. The County Highway
Authority, acting as Lead Local Flood Authority, has no objections subject to
conditions, including one that requires the submission of a comprehensive surface
water drainage scheme (condition 7 below).

7.25 It is proposed to discharge foul water to the existing sewer that lies along Toot Lane.
and to install a foul water pumping station within the site to serve this development.
Anglian Water confirms that gravity foul water domestic waste should discharge
into the sewer in Toot Lane and there is sufficient capacity within the existing



system to serve this development. The new connection to the existing sewer will
be to the north of the site, next to the Hawthorn Tree Corner Primary School.

Developer contributions

7.26 Policy 6 ‘Developer Contributions’ of the SELLP sets out the obligations for major
developments that may be required to mitigate impacts of new development on local
services and infrastructure, and Policy 18 ‘Affordable Housing’ sets out the trigger
points and levels of affordable housing that would normally be expected for such
developments. Appendix 8 ‘Developer Contributions for Education Facilities’ and
appendix 9 ‘Developer Contributions for Health Care Facilities’ also have to be
considered.

7.27 In addition, paragraph 56 of the NPPF states that:

‘Planning obligations must only be sought where they meet all of the following
Tests

a) necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms;
b) directly related to the development; and
c) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development’.

7.28 This is a full application and not an application for the approval of reserved matters
relating to the earlier permissions. This means that the aforementioned policies are
relevant considerations and could be revisited. However, it is noted that in relation
to off-site education contributions the planning agreement that formed part of the
previous approval primarily related to the transfer of land to the Community Centre
in order to deliver the Children’s Centre. This has already been undertaken and the
Children’s Centre has been built.

7.29 Lincolnshire County Council Strategic Development Officer considers that given the
history of the site, the appropriate (education) contribution has already been made
from the development site for a scheme of this size. Consequently, there has been
no further request for an offsite education contribution. Similarly, no health
contributions have been requested by the NHS.

7.30 It is intended to provide an off -site contribution towards affordable housing as part
of this scheme and the applicant has submitted a Unilateral Undertaking to meet
the objectives of policy 18 of the SELLP. This matter is discussed further below.

Affordable housing

7.31 Policy 18 of the SELLP requires the provision of affordable housing for eligible
development and the issue relating to affordable housing has been subject to
extensive discussions between the applicant and the Local Housing Authority for
many months. Originally the applicant identified that due to viability concerns, a
scheme with zero affordable housing was proposed. Having undertaken
negotiations, this position has changed. Whilst the applicant does not wish to
provide any on–site affordable housing units, they now wish to provide an off-site
contribution that amounts to £455,000. The applicant’s cites relatively low values,
along with higher than average build costs, and also that their aim as a company is
‘to focus solely on building low cost homes for people on low incomes and build a
range of affordable homes for people who would be unable to afford a new home.’



However it is noted that the types of properties proposed would not fall within the
definition of ‘affordable’ as identified by the SELLP and the NPPF.

7.32 Given the applicants position, the Council consulted an independent viability
consultant on the viability assessment presented. This concluded that the site could
deliver 12 affordable units (i.e. 14.12%) within the proposed development without
the scheme being unviable. Policy 18 of the SELLP requires 20% of dwellings to
the affordable homes on eligible sites, thus it is accepted that in this instance there
would be a viability challenge and that there was sufficient information to support a
reduced level of affordable housing provision. The proposed commuted sum
(£455,000) is equivalent to the provision of on-site affordable housing (14.12%) and
this sum has been agreed by the Local Housing Authority – to this end, there is
support for the off-site contribution in accordance with the objectives of Policy 18 of
the SELLP.

7.33 The Local Housing Authority say that they would prefer the affordable housing
contribution to be provided on site in accordance with the SELLP, but would support
the proposed payment of the commuted sum in lieu of on-site provision. This is
based upon a recognition that there are available opportunities within the area (and
the Borough generally) to work with Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) to deliver
affordable housing and that the contribution could be used to provide additional
affordable housing in these locations. As such, it is considered that there is a
reasoned and justified basis for the approach suggested by the applicant. Officers
therefore recommend that this approach is accepted - the commuted sum will form
part of a Unilateral Undertaking (i.e. UU) which would be completed prior to any
decision being issued. At the time of writing this report, the UU is currently being
assesses by this Council’s Legal Advisors. Subject to the conclusion of this legal
agreement based upon the terms identified it is considered that the scheme would
provide an appropriate level of affordable housing in line with policy 18.

Construction Management Plan

7.34 The application is accompanied by an amended Construction Management Plan
(CMP) which identifies working hours, delivery times, construction vehicular routes,
site compounds and plant storage areas and the phasing of the development. In
particular, it indicates that deliveries will not take place between 8.15 am -9.15 am
and between 3pm and 4pm. This is in order to accommodate the ‘school run’ and
to avoid the potential conflict between construction traffic and school traffic. It also
states that site working hours will be from 7.30 am – 6pm Monday to Friday and
8am to 1pm on Saturdays if necessary and that there will be no working on site on
Sundays or Bank Holidays. This would be conditioned in order to ensure that the
scheme is delivered in this way.

Ecology

7.35 The application is accompanied by an Ecological Impact Assessment. It identifies
that no potential significant cumulative impacts (on ecology) have been identified
as part of this assessment though it does make recommendations with regard to
ecological enhancements relating to tree planting and species. Lincolnshire Wildlife
Trust has no objections and has also made recommendations with regard to wildlife
enhancement. This matter is addressed by condition 12 below.

8.0 Planning Balance, and Conclusion



8.1 Section 38(6) of the Act requires that proposals are determined in accordance with
the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. It is well-
defined in case law that the development plan (in this case the SELLP) should be
taken as a whole and it is for the decision-maker to weigh up the extent to which
proposals are in accordance with/conflict with policies of the development plan and
their objectives, along with all relevant material considerations. The weight
attributed to each of these factors within this exercise is known as the ‘planning
balance’.

8.2 The application site is located within a sustainable location, within the settlement
boundary of the town. Although the site would result in the loss of agricultural land
through the development of a greenfield site, it is designated as a Housing
Commitment in the SELLP. Thus, the principle of housing on this site has been
established. The scheme would make a significant contribution to boosting the
supply of housing within the Borough, and would also contribute towards the
delivery of Affordable Housing. These are significant benefits arising from the
scheme.

8.3 The number of dwellings has increased from the scheme that was approved in
2016. However, it is considered that this increase from 79 dwellings that were
previously approved to 85 dwellings that are now proposed is marginal and will
have no overall detrimental effect on the area, residential amenity, density or traffic
generation along the surrounding network.

8.4 This development will deliver a good quality range of house types including 2, 3 and
4 bedroomed houses and will also provide an off-site commuted sum, equivalent to
the provision of 12 affordable houses on site to enhance affordable housing
provision elsewhere in the district. The layout and design of the proposed dwellings
are acceptable and the development accords with the overall objectives of the
policies contained within the SELLP.

8.5 In social terms, the delivery of 85 dwellings would make a significant contribution
towards the supply of housing in the area, and in economic terms, the proposal
would provide employment at construction stage and may support local businesses
and the local economy both during construction and when the dwellings are
occupied. In environmental terms, the application site is within a sustainable
location given it is within easy walking or cycling distance to existing facilities, it is
situated at the edge of settlement and adjoining existing residential development.
It is also adjacent to the Hawthorn Tree Corner Primary School.

8.6 The proposed development will have an impact on the characteristics of the local
environment given that the site is currently flat, agricultural land. However, the
design and layout are of good quality and the introduction of quality landscaping
this development will satisfactorily assimilate within the area.

8.7 When taken as a whole, it is considered that the proposals would be in accordance
with the aims of the development plan, in particular those policies identified within
this report. Furthermore, whilst there are material considerations within this report
which both weigh in favour of and some which way against the scheme, overall, it
is considered that the benefits of the scheme would outweigh the negatives
identified.



8.8 To conclude, when taken as a whole, it is Officers opinion that the scheme would
be acceptable in the planning balance, subject to the completion of the necessary
legal agreement and subject to the imposition of the conditions as recommended

9.0 Recommendation

9.1 It is recommended that Committee RESOLVE TO GRANT PLANNING
PERMISSION subject to the following conditions and the completion of the section
106 agreement relating to affordable housing as detailed in the report.

CONDITIONS AND INFORMATIVES

1 The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three
years from the date of this permission.

Reason: Required to be imposed pursuant to Section 51 of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

2 The development hereby approved shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans:

§ Site location plan ref 3040-0-000
§ Proposed site layout ref 3040-0-001 U
§ Toot Lane section 38 Layout ref 02.01 rev B
§ Section 38 contour layout ref 02.02 rev A
§ Section 104 Layout ref 03 rev B
§ Typical highway construction details – sheet 1 of 2 ref 04.01 rev A
§ Typical highway construction details –sheet 2 of 2 ref 04.02
§ Longitudinal sections sheet 1 of 3 ref 06.01 rev A
§ S15 flow control manhole ref 12.02
§ Attenuation basin layout and location plan ref 14.01 rev A
§ Attenuation basin – section and details – sheet 1 of 2 ref 14.02 rev A
§ Attenuation  basin- sections and details –sheet 2 of 2 ref 14.03 rev A
§ Typical swale layout – sections and details – ref 14.04 rev B
§ Swale location layout ref 14.05 rev A
§ Swale and outlet layout ref 14.06 rev A
§ Surfacing layout ref 15
§ Kerbing layout ref 16
§ Vehicle tracking ref 18
§ Drainage feasibility layout ref SK02 rev C
§ Type 201 – elevations (urban 13) ref 13/201-02 rev D
§ 201 dwelling type ref 201/1F
§ Type 202 – elevations (urban 13) ref 13/202-02 rev E
§ 202 dwelling type ref 202/1F
§ Type 212 elevations (urban 13) ref 13/212-02 rev A
§ 212 dwelling type ref 212/1-
§ Type 301 – elevations (urban) ref 13/301-02 rev E
§ 301 dwelling type ref 301/1G
§ Type 303 elevations (urban) ref 13/303 -02 rev E
§ 303 dwelling type ref 303/1E
§ Type 304 elevations (urban 13) ref 13/304-02 rev F



§ 304 dwelling type ref 304/1E
§ Type 307 elevations (urban 13) ref 13/307 -02 rev E
§ 307 dwelling type  ref 307/1B
§ Type 309 elevations (urban 13) ref 13/309 -02 rev C
§ 309 dwelling type ref 309/1E
§ Type 310 elevations (urban 13) ref 13/310-02 rev C
§ 310 dwelling type ref 310/1D
§ 313 dwelling type ref 313/1-
§ 314 dwelling type ref 314/1-
§ Type 401 elevations (urban 13) ref 13/401 -02 rev C
§ 401 dwelling type  ref 401/1G
§ Type 403 elevations (urban 13) ref 13/403-02 rev B
§ 403 dwelling type ref 403/1G
§ Detailed landscape proposals (1 of 2) ref 2882/1
§ Detailed landscape proposals (2 of 2)
§ Materials schedule (as amended) revision 2
§ Boundary treatments – 1800mm high timber fence ref SD-100 rev E
§ Boundary details –post and wire fence ref SD 103 rev B
§ Detached garage details- single- ref SD 700  rev A
§ Detached garage details –double- ref SD 701 rev A
§ Garage threshold/crushed aggregate drive details  ref SD712 rev G
§ Play equipment details ref PL4782/6815/1 - indicative

Reason: To ensure the development is undertaken in accordance with the
approved details and to accord with policies 2 and 3 of the South East Lincolnshire
Local Plan (2011-2036).

3 All landscape works shown on plans ref 2882/1 rev B and 2882/2 rev B shall be
carried out in accordance with the approved details within 6 months of the date of the
first occupation of any building or completion of development whichever is the sooner.
Any trees, plants, grassed areas which within a period of 5 years from the date of
planting die, are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased shall be
replaced in the first available planting season with others of similar size species or
quality.

Reason: In the interests of visual amenity and design quality and to ensure that the
approved scheme is implemented satisfactorily in accordance with policies 2 and 3
of the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

4 Before each dwelling is occupied, the roads and footways providing access to that
dwelling, for the whole of its frontage from an existing public highway, shall be
constructed to a specification to enable them to be adopted as Public Highway,
less the carriageway and footway surface courses. The carriageway and footway
surface courses shall be completed within three months from the date upon which
the erection is commenced of the penultimate dwelling.

Reason: To ensure that a safe and suitable standard of vehicular and pedestrian
access is provided for residents throughout the construction period of the
development and that the roads and footways are completed within a reasonable
period following completion of the dwellings. This condition accords with the
objectives of policies 2 and 3 of the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-
2036)



5 No dwelling shall be commenced before the first 50 metres of estate road from its
junction with the public highway, including visibility splays, as illustrated on
drawing number 102.001 02.01 Rev. B dated 09.03.19, have been completed.

Reason: To ensure construction and delivery vehicles, and the vehicles of site
personnel may be parked and/or unloaded off the existing highway, in the
interests of highway safety and the amenity of neighbouring residents. This
condition accords with the objectives of policies 2 and 3 of the South East
Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

6 Before any dwelling is occupied, all of that part of the estate road and associated
footways that forms the junction with the main road and which will be constructed
within the limits of the existing highway, shall be laid out and constructed to
finished surface levels in accordance with details to be submitted to, and
approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority.

Reason: In the interests of safety, to avoid the creation of pedestrian trip hazards
within the public highway from surfacing materials, manholes and gullies that may
otherwise remain for an extended period at dissimilar, interim construction levels.
This condition accords with the objectives of policies 2 and 3 of the South East
Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

7 The permitted development shall be undertaken in accordance with a surface
water drainage scheme which shall first have been approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority.

The scheme shall:
§ be based on sustainable drainage principles and an assessment of the

hydrological and hydrogeological context of the development.

§ provide details of how run-off will be safely conveyed and attenuated during
storms up to and including the 1 in 100 year critical storm event, with an
allowance for climate change, from all hard surfaced areas within the
development into the existing local drainage infrastructure and watercourse
system without exceeding the run-off rate for the undeveloped site;

§ provide attenuation details and discharge rates which shall be restricted to
1.4 litres per second;

§ provide details of the timetable for and any phasing of implementation for
the drainage scheme; and

§ provide details of how the scheme shall be maintained and managed over
the lifetime of the development, including any arrangements for adoption by
any public body or Statutory Undertaker and any other arrangements
required to secure the operation of the drainage system throughout its
lifetime.

No dwelling shall be occupied until the approved scheme has been completed or
provided on the site in accordance with the approved phasing. The approved
scheme shall be retained and maintained in full, in accordance with the approved
details.



Reason: To ensure that the permitted development is adequately drained without
creating or increasing flood risk to land or property adjacent to, or downstream of,
the permitted development. This condition accords with the objectives of policies
2 and 3 of the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

8 The development permitted by this planning permission shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) January 2019
/102/001/FRA_v1.3 / Walker Ingram Associates and the following mitigation
measures detailed within the FRA:

§ Finished floor levels to be set no lower than 1m above existing ground levels
§ Flood resilience and resistance measures to be incorporated into the

proposed development as stated, where finished floor levels are less than
1.3m above existing ground levels

The mitigation measures shall be fully implemented prior to occupation and
subsequently remain in place.

Reason To reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed development and future
occupants. This condition accords with the objectives of policy 4 of the South East
Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

9 The proposed areas of equipped public open space as shown on plan Proposed
site layout REF 3040-0-001 U shall be laid out and equipped, in a manner to be
submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority and shall be
made available for use in accordance with timescales which shall be agreed in
writing with the Local Planning Authority before occupation of any dwelling.

Reason: To provide a satisfactory level of publicly available amenity open space
within the development and to accord with the objectives of Policy 32 of the South
East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

10 A landscape management plan including management responsibilities and
maintenance schedules of the public open space and equipment shall be
submitted to the Local Planning Authority before the occupation of any dwelling.
The management plan shall be carried out as approved.

Reason: To ensure the long term maintenance of the public open space in the
interests of the amenity of residents and to accord with the objectives of Policy 32
of the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

11 Before occupation of any of the dwellings hereby approved, the shared private
drives shall be provided with lighting in accordance with details, including the
maintenance of the lighting, which shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by
the Local Planning Authority.

Reason: To provide adequate lighting, in the interest of crime prevention and
community safety. This condition accords with the objectives of policies 2 and 3 of
the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

12 The development hereby permitted shall be undertaken in accordance with the
mitigation measures and recommendations of the ecology report (SLR Version 3
dated November 2018). Notwithstanding this, no development shall commence on
site above slab level until details of measures to enhance the biodiversity of the



site as a consequence of the development, together with a timescale for
implementation have been submitted to and approved by the local planning
authority. The works thereafter shall proceed in accordance with the approved
details and any agreed enhancement measures shall be delivered in full prior to
the occupation of the penultimate dwelling on site.

Reason: In the interests of realising a biodiversity enhancement of the site in
accordance with the objectives of policy 28 of the South East Lincolnshire Local
Plan (2011-2036).

13 No development shall commence on site above slab level until details  relating to
the provision of fire hydrant(s) have been submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The fire hydrant(s) as may be approved by the Local
Planning Authority shall be installed prior to the occupation of any dwelling on the
permitted development.

Reason: In the interests of public safety and to accord with the objectives of
policies 2 and 3 of the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

14 The development hereby approved shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved Construction Management Plan (3094-0-000 received 3/10/19), in
particular deliveries to the site shall not take place between 8.15 am to 9.15am and
3pm and 4pm.

Reason: In the interests of public safety and to accord with the objectives of
policies 2 and 3 of the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

15 Prior to the commencment of development above slab level, final details of
measures that aim to reduce pollution and promote renewable and low carbon
energy (including measures such as facilities for EV car charging) and details
relating to the timing of their implementation, shall be submitted to and approved in
writing with the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be constructed in
accordance with the approved measures.

Reason: To help reduce pollution and promote renewable and low carbon energy
in new development schemes and to accord with Policies 2, 3 , 30 and 31 of the
South east Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036) and to accord with the intentions
of the National Planning Policy Framework (2019).

16 The water consumption of each dwelling hereby permitted should not exceed the
requirement of 110 litres per person per day (as set out as the optional requirement
in Part G of the Building Regulations 2010 and the South East Lincolnshire Local
Plan, 2019).

The person carrying out the work must inform the Building Control Body that this
duty applies.

A notice confirming the requirement for the water consumption has been met shall
be submitted to the Building Control Body and Local Planning Authority, no later
than five days after the completion of each individual dwelling.

Reason: To protect the quality and quantity of water resources available to the
district. This condition is imposed in accordance with Policy 31 of the South East
Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).



17    The development hereby approved shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved Archaeological Mitigation Strategy SLR ref 406.03044.00121 Version 1
dated August 2019.

Reason: In order to ensure that satisfactory arrangements are made for the
investigation, retrieval and recording of any possible archaeological remains on the
site and to accord with the objectives of policy 29 of the South East Lincolnshire
Local Plan (2011-2036).

18 No development shall commence on site above slab level until details of the
proposed foul pumping station and the substation as identified on the approved
layout plan ref 3040-0-001 U has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
local planning authority. The works shall be carried out as approved.

Reason: No details have been submitted, and to ensure the development is
undertaken in accordance with the approved details and to accord with policies 2
and 3 of the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

In determining this application, the authority has taken account of the guidance in
paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy Framework 2018 in order to seek to secure
sustainable development that improves the economic, social and environmental conditions
of the Borough

Mike Gildersleeves
Growth Manager


